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Abstract: Detecting references and similarities in music lyrics can be a difficult task. Crowdsourced
knowledge platforms such as Genius. can help in this process through user-annotated information
about the artist and the song but fail to include visualizations to help users find similarities and
structures on a higher and more abstract level. We propose a prototype to compute similarities
between rap artists based on word embedding of their lyrics crawled from Genius. Furthermore, the
artists and their lyrics can be analyzed using an explorative visualization system applying multiple
visualization methods to support domain-specific tasks.

Keywords: visual exploration; visual text analysis; information visualization; text reuse; intertextuality

1. Introduction

Rap music emerged from a long history and tradition as a rhetoric of resistance [1]
into a standalone music genre. As of now, the hip-hop music industry is one of the biggest
music industries in the US and in Germany and many other countries; it is the most
streamed music on platforms such as Spotify [2]. Rap music as a part of the hip-hop
culture combines the “creative use of language and rhetorical styles and strategies” [1].
This characteristic of rap music creates similarities to literature with regard to using poetic
language or referencing other artists such as the rephrasing of famous quotes or from
a musical standpoint through sampling. In particular, intertextuality can enhance the
enjoyment of the music through emotions such as nostalgia. An artist can reference
another artist by re-using a famous quote or by writing a similar line. Detecting all these
of references can be a difficult task because the listener needs a lot of knowledge of the
genre and its history. User-crafted annotations from platforms such as Genius.com [3] can
help in this process. As references can result in similar lines, these cases can be found
by similarity searches based on word and sentence embedding, as the embedding space
preserves semantic relations. The similarities found can give starting points to further
search for cases beyond rephrasing such as plagiarism or can just increase the knowledge of
the user about the genre and its history. Through platforms such as YouTube [4], Spotify [5],
or SoundCloud [6], access to new music becomes easier, with almost no barriers. This also
allows one to easily copy the lyrics or other characteristics of a song. That can be hard
to detect, especially for not as well-known songs that are not written in English or in the
dominant languages of the country in which the plagiarist lives. Visualizations can be
applied to communicate such similarities and to further ease the process of detecting them.
We combine natural language processing techniques with visualizations to communicate
similarities in lyrics to domain experts and casual users that are interested in music. In
particular, the domain problem of detecting similar lines can be seen as a text alignment
problem [7].

We hierarchically visualize the text alignments starting with an edge in a graph as an
aggregate over two artists, followed by streamlines representing the songs and showing
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dependencies between them and, finally, the side-by-side inspection of two lyrics in a
collation manner. For this, we apply word embedding to the lyrics from Genius.com [3],
which are enriched with metadata about songs, the artists, and additional annotations
about the lyrics. The data are used to compute edges between the artists with weights
depending on line similarities in the lyrics. Furthermore, we extended the artist graph and
the alignment visualization of Meinecke and Jänicke [8] with visualizations for exploratory
multi-faceted analysis of the data and an analysis of the Genius Expertise dataset [9]. For
this, we designed and applied visualizations to communicate the sentiment of the lyrics
of an artist, to compare the vocabulary of different artists, to compare release dates and
views of artists of the same or a different genre, and to compare the development of rap
genres. The visualizations can help give a better understanding of the genre and the
relations between different artists, thus supporting multiple visual text analysis [10] tasks
in the digital humanities such as corpus, sentiment, and text reuse analysis by distant
reading methods [11]. This approach is generalizable to the lyrics of all genres of music
and different languages.

2. Related Work
2.1. Similarity of Musicians

Similarity Analysis of Musicians is one of the applied use cases in the STAR about
Visualizations for Musical Data by Khulusi et al. [12]. Although the text of a song is not
direct musical data, it is still connected to the music and the musician.

Similarity measurements for musicians can be divided into multiple categories [13].
These categories include collaborative filtering of user data [14], compute co-occurrences
of annotated tags, words on web pages [15] or biographical information [16], and content-
based methods to focus on audio or textual data from the songs themselves. In our work, we
focus on the lyrics of musicians; therefore, approaches focusing on user data, biographical
information, web content, and sound features are not applicable.

Work using user data to measure the similarity between musicians include the use of
Amazon sale statistics [17] or Spotify listing histories [18]. Similar work was conducted
by Gibney [19], Cano and Koppenberger [20], and Gleich [21] based on user data and web
co-occurrences. All of these methods visualize the data through graphs, focusing either on
a given artist or on the whole database, but they do not include additional visualizations to
inspect a more detailed level of the data.

Similar to former work, in this study, platforms such as Genius.com are crowdsourced
and include rich annotated metadata about musicians and more importantly the transcribed
lyrics of the artist. These text collections can be analyzed in terms of text reuse and overall
similarity. Some work compared the vocabulary of rap artists extracted from Genius.com
for American [22] and German artists [23]. Another work used vocabulary to define the
similarity between the artists [24], which is also in the focus of our work. Still, these work
only focus on the vocabulary and do not include other facets of the underlying data.

Another way to find and visualize relations between artists would be to observe
the influence of the musicians of the past on currently active musicians. For example,
MuzLink [25] allows for exploring collaborative and influential relationships between
musical artists via connected timelines. Other work that observed this influence through
graph visualizations show the history of rock [26] or try to find artists that are prototypical
to a genre [27]. Similar approaches can be of interest for rap music because of the long-
existing culture of referencing and collaboration, where new upcoming artists reference
previous artists or are supported by established artists. There is also work in the field of
music information retrieval that focuses on lyrics to compute similarities between artists
but without visualizing them [28,29].

In contrast with prior work, Jänicke et al. [16] designed a visual analytics system
that supports the profiling of musicians based purely on biographical characteristics and
excluding their works. Similarly, Oramas et al. [30] compute artist similarities based on
biographical information and word embedding.
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2.2. Song Similarity

The similarities between songs are often addressed in the music information retrieval
community and can be divided into context-based methods [31] and content-based meth-
ods [32]. Content-based methods focus on the audio signal, while context-based methods
can include all information that is not part of the audio signal itself, e.g., metadata or lyrics.
We follow a visual text analysis process and disregard content-based methods, as this
information is also not available in the Genius data.

In contrast with our approach, many music information retrieval systems focus on
sound features but often combine them with the lyrics [33]. Yu et al. [34] combined textual
and audio features by deep cross-modal learning to retrieve lyrics based on audio and
audio based on lyrics but did not include visualization. The LyricsRadar [35] allows users
to browse song lyrics while visualizing their topics in a two-dimensional vector space.
Furthermore, graph-based visualizations used to tackle plagiarism detection based on
sound features were designed by Ono et al. [36] and De Prisco et al. [37].

2.3. Text Alignment

Our focus lies on textual data and has similarities to work based on textual alignment
and more species textual plagiarism detection and text reuse. For other text visualizations
of digital humanities data, we refer to the survey of Jänicke et al. [10]. Text alignment
application scenarios can be divided into three areas [7]: first, collation, which examines
and records similarities and differences among variant text editions; second, the detection
of text reuse, such as fragments, allusions, or paraphrases; and third, translation alignments
where cross-lingual connections are focused.

Common methods to visualize text reuse patterns are Grid based [38,39], Sequence-
aligned [40], or Text-oriented [41] Heat Maps. More popular are side-by-side views sup-
ported by stream graphs and aligned barcodes [42–44]. Line-level variant graphs [45,46]
and tabular views [47] can help visualize similarities and differences. A detailed overview
of text alignment visualizations can be found in the survey by Yousef and Jänicke [7]. From
a text alignment perspective, we visualize text reuse scenarios on the song- and line-levels
with collation methods, where we treat similar lyrics as textual variations [43]. For this, we
apply side-by-side views and variant graphs.

3. Data

For our prototype, we used a subcorpus from the Genius Expertise Dataset. The entire
dataset, which was created by Lim and Benson [9], includes 223,257 songs crawled from
Genius.com in the time frame between September 2019 and January 2020.

Genius.com is a website where casual users and even artists themselves can transcribe
lyrics of songs and annotate them with additional information. This information can
include references to other songs or artists, an explanation of specific words or phrases,
e.g., slang or wordplay, or connection to historic or current events. Genius started as “Rap
Genius” in 2009 but changed its name in 2014 to include knowledge for other music genres
and other types of media such as literature. Through the Genius API, data about a specific
artist, song, or annotation can be extracted, including metadata about other social media
platforms; relationships to other songs; and other artists involved, e.g., feature guests,
producers, and more. Annotations can be added by any user, but they need to be accepted
and reviewed by a moderator.

The English subcorpus we used is a set of 37,993 songs by around 2300 different artists
for which the lyrics were crawled. In addition, the dataset contains further metadata,
annotations, user information, and information about the artists. We crawled missing
metadata of the artists afterward so that these can be used for the artist profile, which can
be seen in Section 4.4. Since crowdsourced data includes troll entries, the subcorpus had
to be cleaned of them, resulting in a corpus with 35,783 entries. Additionally, we crawled
lyrics and metadata from Genius.com of 28,969 songs by around 600 German rap artists
and groups. We processed the lyrics by first removing the different section titles such as
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“Intro”, “Outro”, and “Bridge”. Furthermore, we removed punctuation, lowercased all text,
and tokenized them on a word level.

4. Methodology
4.1. Tasks and Design Rationales

We formulated seven research questions for which we applied and designed multiple
visualizations. We derived these questions based on the information available in the Genius
data and through discussions with people interested in rap music.

• Q1: Which artists have collaborated, were part of the same label or group, and are
similarly based on their lyrics? (Graph Section 4.3)

• Q2: What are the most similar artists or songs for a specific artist? (Artist Profile Section 4.4)
• Q3: Which songs of two artists have similar lines or are remixes, covers, or interpola-

tions of a song? (Side-by-Side Alignments and Variant Graphs Section 4.5)
• Q4: How many songs has an artist released (in a certain period of time)? Which artists

belong to a genre or have composed songs in a certain genre? (Scatterplot Section 4.6)
• Q5: When were songs that are associated with a specific genre released? (Genre

Timeline Section 4.7)
• Q6: What vocabulary is used in a genre, by an artist, or in a song, and how does the

vocabulary differ (TagCloud and TagPie Section 4.8)
• Q7: How is the sentiment for a specific song? Are there artists that have on average a

negative or a positive sentiment? (Sentiment Barcodes Section 4.9)

For each question, a visualization can be used and different abstract tasks are per-
formed. We created a graph with a force-directed layout where the edges between the
nodes are based on the similarity of the lyrics to identify similar artists while exploring the
graph. For the song and line comparison tasks, we applied a line-level alignment approach
based on side-by-side views to allow for the comparison of lyrics. We used a scatterplot
to show the relationship between the release date and views for each song, and they can
be compared for artists and genres. The vocabulary of a song, an artist, or a genre can be
inspected with TagClouds and even compared with other songs, artists, or genres with
TagPies. Furthermore, we visualized the sentiment of a song as a colored barcode and the
genre tags as a boxplot-inspired timeline.

The biggest challenge in the design process was to present the low-level line similarities
in a way that a user can obtain an overview of the corpus quickly. Due to the corpus size,
it is not possible to give a detailed overview of all of the line similarities. Therefore, we
decided to aggregate the line similarities into a single value that can be used as an edge
weight and, therefore, to show the relation between artists. This allows us to bridge the gap
from the line level to the song level or to artist level and to encode other information, such
as the social relation, into the edge.

Following Brehmer and Munzner’s task abstraction [48,49], the domain-specific tasks
were to derive references between songs; to identify similar musicians and songs based on
their lyrics; to explore a network of musicians; to compare the lyrics, the sentiments used,
and the vocabulary of different artists and songs; and to give an overview (summarize) of
the different facets of the dataset.

4.2. Artist Similarity

We applied fastText word vectors [50] to compute similarity values between the artists
based on their lyrics and thereby to include out-of-vocabulary words, which are a common
phenom for rap lyrics because of the slang, adlibs, or neologism. We chose fastText because
an English model trained on Urban Dictionary [51] is available. For the German corpus,
we used vectors trained on Wikipedia. An advantage of using vectors trained on Urban
Dictionary is a better contextualization of word vectors for slang or adlibs. We treat each line
in the lyrics as a sentence, for which a sentence vector is computed through unsupervised
smooth inverse frequency [52]. Therefore, the sentence vector is a weighted average of the
word vectors. The weight depends on the word frequency, the vocabulary size, and the
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average sentence length of the corpus. The sentence vectors are added to a faiss [53] index
structure to query the lines that are the nearest neighbors based on cosine similarity. We
focused on lines instead of sentences because rap artists write their lyrics line by line and
because lines are often sentences. The similarity sab of an artist a to an artist b is computed
based on the cosine similarity between the target line and its nearest neighbors:

sab =
n

∑
i=0

k

∑
r=1

cos(li, lr) · ((k + 1)− r)

For two artists, we used all of their lines that are nearest neighbors, i.e., the most
similar ones in the corpus. For such a pair of lines li and lr, we took the cosine similarity
cos(li, lr) multiplied by the number of nearest neighbors k + 1 minus the rank r of the
neighbor lr. Through this, we obtained rank-based weighting. We then took the sum over
all such pairs for two artists. This value was further normalized by using the total number
of lines of all songs of the artist. For two artists a and b, this results in two similarities sab
and sba because the nearest neighbor relations between vectors is not a symmetric relation.
The similarity values are summed together to obtain a single edge weight for the graph.
Furthermore, we apply a Box–Cox Transformation [54] and a min–max normalization to
the edge weights to obtain similarity values that are easier to interpret by humans and
that are between 0 and 1. We apply a Box–Cox Transformation because it transforms a
distribution into one that is close to a normal distribution. The resulting distribution can
be seen in Figure 1c, and the original skew distribution of the edge weights can be seen
in Figure 1d.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1. Kernel density estimate plots of the German graph, showing the minimum number of
songs (a), the maximum number of songs, (b) the edge weights after min–max normalization with
Box–Cox Transformation (c) and without (d).

4.3. Artist Similarity Graph

Following the Information Seeking Mantra [55], we started by giving an overview
by visualizing the similarities between the artists as a node-link diagram. For this, we
represent each artist as a node and use the artist similarity as the edge weight, so an edge
indicates that two artists are similarly based on their lyrics.

Design For the graph, we chose a force-directed layout, as they are easy to understand,
flexible to use with graph aesthetic criteria, and easy to interact with for a user to change
the positions of the nodes. To reduce visual cluttering, the user can filter the displayed
edges with sliders. For this, the similarity values and the minimum and the maximum
number of songs of an artist can be used. The distribution of the edge weights and the
distributions of the minimum and the maximum number of songs of the artists that are
connected by the edges are displayed as kernel density estimate plots, which can be seen
in Figure 1a–c. This allows a user to visually assess the impact on the displayed edges in
the graph. We use a bandwidth of 1 to create a smooth estimation of the distribution.

After filtering, all nodes without an edge satisfying the conditions are removed. Fur-
thermore, we color-coded the edges to show different relations. A blue edge indicates that
two artists have at least one song together, a purple edge indicates that the artists are or
were signed by the same label, an orange edge is a “part of” relation for group members,
while a red edge shows an unknown relation. We chose red for the unknown relations
to better highlight them as they represent an unknown or missing social relation. The
different relation types show social connections beyond the lyrics, which can give hints on
why the lyrics of the two artists are similar. We extracted the relation types from the lyrics
and the Genius.com metadata; for some cases, we added the label or “part of” relation with
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domain knowledge. Furthermore, we mapped the similarity value of two artists on the
edge thickness to highlight relations with a higher similarity value.

Next to the graph, a list of the most similar song pairs is displayed. The song pairs
are color-coded from white to red on a linear scale depending on the number of nearest
neighbors. When clicking on a song pair in the list, the side-by-side alignment view is
displayed (Section 4.5). Furthermore, a user can search for two specific artists of interest or
click on an edge in the graph to investigate the songs of the artists.

Use Case A sub-graph of the German corpus can be seen in Figure 2, showing different
clusters. The nodes at position (a) show previous members of the German label “Aggro
Berlin” and the rap crew “Die Sekte” such as Sido, TonyD, and BTight. At position (b),
previous members of “Ersguterjunge” and “Berlins Most Wanted” can be seen such as
Bushido, Fler, Kay One, Eko Fresh, Nyze, M.O.030, and Baba Saad. Above these artists,
more Berlin-based artists such as Prinz Pi can be seen. Another interesting thing to notice
is that Eko Fresh is connected to a large number of artists, showing his influence on the
German rap scene through collaborations and supporting new artists. Position (c) shows
Hustensaft Jüngling and other artists that he collaborated with. Some of the edges were
created because of the exhaustive use of brand names such as Gucci or Fendi, or drugs such
as Lean. At position (d), the Hamburg-based group’s Beginner and ASD, with some of their
members, can be seen. Positions (e) and (f) show Frankfurt-based artists such as AZAD,
Jonesmann and Jeyz, and Haftbefehl with his brother Capo and label member Soufian.
Label members and feature partners of Capital Bra can be seen at position (g). Besides these
examples, multiple “part-of” and feature relations can be found.

Another sub-graph showing the English corpus can be seen in Figure 3. Position (a)
shows the $uicidebo$ and Three 6 Mafia, where $uicidebo$ reused multiple lines from
Three 6 Mafia songs, which can also be seen in multiple entries in the list of most similar
songs in Figure 4a. At position (b), Migos and two of their members, Offset and Quavo,
can be seen together with multiple feature partners. Around Young Thug (c) are artists he
collaborated with such as Lil Uzi Vert, who he influenced, and Lil Keed and Gunna, who
were signed by his label “YSL Records”. Position (d) shows multiple artists from Chicago
that are associated with the Drill genre such as Lil Durk, Lil Reese, Chief Keef, and his
cousin Fredo Santana.

4.4. Artist View

An interesting property of the Genius.com data is the rich annotated metadata in-
cluding references and information about the artists. We give an overview of some of the
metadata from Genius.com and display a list of the most similar artists based on their lyrics
and all of the songs of the artists in the artist profile view. This view is accessed when
clicking on a node in the graph or the artist’s name in the side-by-side view.

Design The list of most similar artists is color-coded in the same way as the graph
but instead of the edge thickness, saturation is used. Through this list, the user can further
explore other artists. The list of songs includes the ten nearest neighbors color-coded in the
same way as the list of the most similar songs for each song. Furthermore, the metadata
from Genius.com are used to display relations with other songs. These relation types are
samples, sampled in, interpolates, interpolated by, cover of, covered by, remix of, remixed
by, live version of, and performed live as. By clicking on a color-coded nearest neighbor,
the alignment view pops up. Therefore, a user can explore the network and find different
points of interest to further investigate the alignments.

Use Case Figure 4b shows the profile of Berlin based rap crew BHZ. Similar artists
show artists that are either from Berlin or have at least one song collaborated with them.
Below, we can see that the song “LSD” is an interpolation of “Saphir” by Yung Kafa and
Kücük Efendi.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Figure 2. An excerpt of the similarity network of German rap artists based on the most similar lines
in their lyrics. Label and collaboration partners tend to be connected. (a) previos members of the
label “Aggro Berlin” and the rap crew “Die Sekte”, (b) previous members of “Ersguterjunge” and
“Berlins Most Wanted”, (c) Hustensaft Jüngling and some feature partners, (d) Hamburg-based artists,
(e,f) Frankfurt-based artists, (g) Capital Bra with label and feature partners.

4.5. Monolingual Alignments

The nearest neighbor relation can be used to compare the songs of two artists of
interest on different levels, on a song level showing all relations between two artists and on
a line level showing the exact nearest neighbor relations of two songs.

Design We use stream graphs to visualize the nearest neighbor relations between
songs. For this, the number of nearest neighbors is mapped on the saturation of the edge
between two songs. To reduce the visual cluttering, a filter mechanism can be applied.
A user can filter based on the number of nearest neighbors and the release date of the songs.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

Figure 3. An excerpt of the similarity network of English rap artists based on the most similar lines in
their lyrics. Collaboration partners tend to be connected. (a) $uicidebo$ and Three 6 Mafia, (b) Migos
and two of their members with feature partners, (c) artists that collaborated with Young Thug or were
signed by his label, and (d) multiple artists from Chicago and associated with the genre Drill.

The lyrics of the songs can be read when clicking on a streamline. Both song lyrics
are placed side-by-side while the nearest neighbors of each line are shown similar to the
visual analytics system iteal [43]. This allows a user to read the lyrics side-by-side while
investigating the alignments. Each alignment is visualized as a streamline connecting the
lyrics. Furthermore, the user can filter the alignments based on a slider. The filter values
correspond to the cosine similarity between the lines in the alignment. This allows to further
investigate the nearest neighbors of two songs of interest. When clicking on a streamline of
interest, the alignment is visualized as a variant graph using TraViz [45]. Furthermore, all of the
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lines that are nearest neighbors of both lines are shown with TraViz, as seen in Figure 5. This
highlights reused or shared words between the lines. These nearest neighbors can be used
to move to another song pair of interest where the alignment occurred.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. The most similar English songs (a) and the artist profile of the German rap group BHZ (b).

Use Case Figure 6 shows an example of the song similarities of two artists. In this
case, the songs of the $uicideboy$ and Three 6 Mafia are displayed side-by-side. Some of
these pairs can be found in Figure 4a and are part of a lawsuit that was filed by Three 6
Mafia against $uicideboy$ [56]. For these songs, samples, or lines that are part of the hook
were reused.

Examples for the monolingual alignments of two songs can be seen in Figure 7. Figure 7
a shows “Kool Savas - Komm mit mir” and “Alligatoah-Komm mit uns”, where Alligatoah
parodies the original song by Kool Savas. The excerpt in Figure 7b shows “Sido-Du bist
Scheiße” and “Tic Tac Toe-Ich find dich scheiße”, where the song by Sido sampled the
original by Tic Tac Toe.

4.6. Scatterplot

To give an overview of our dataset, we used a scatterplot. It shows the release date
and the number of views on the Genius.com page of the corresponding songs.

Design The visualization allows for exploring the data by zooming and panning.
A mouseover over a single data point displays more information about the song. Clicking
on it generates a TagCloud based on the lyrics of the song, which represents a summary of
the song. The genius expertise dataset also contains genre tags about each song. Thus, it is
also possible to filter by artist and by genre tags. It makes it possible to see at which time
which artist was active and which genre was predominant. There is also the possibility to
compare artists and genres with each other. To simplify the comparison, we use different
colors and if a song has both tags, it is colored with a third color.
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Figure 5. Two of the nearest neighbors of a line by Samy Deluxe displayed with TraViz.

Figure 6. Excerpt of the song level of $uicideboy$ and Three 6 Mafia. All connected songs show
cases where $uicideboy$ reused lines from Three 6 Mafia.

Use Case In Figure 8, you can see the comparison of two artists. Each green dot
represents a conscious hip-hop track by Kendrick Lamar and each orange dot represents a
trap song by Drake. The increase in the released trap music in the last decade can also be
seen in Drake’s songs.

4.7. Genre Timeline

Rap music can be divided into multiple different subgenres. In order to see the
development of these subgenres, we display them on a timeline based on the annotations
of the Genius Expertise dataset [9]. First, we filtered the genre tags to exclude non-rap tags
and non-English tags, resulting in around 40 genres.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Monolingual alignments on the line level of the songs “Kool Savas-Komm mit mir”
and “Alligatoah-Komm mit uns” (a), and “Sido-Du bist Scheiße” and “Tic Tac Toe-Ich find
dich scheiße” (b).

Figure 8. The scatterplot compares Kendrick Lamar’s conscious hip-hop tracks with Drake’s trap
songs from 2009 to 2019 in terms of views and release date.

Design For each genre, we computed a boxplot representation with lower and upper
whiskers, lower and upper quartiles, and the median of the release dates of the songs
annotated for a genre. The oldest release date of a genre is used as the endpoint of the
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lower whisker, while the newest release date is used as the endpoint of the upper whisker.
The median is encoded as a colored circle. The range between the lower whisker and the
lower quartile shows where the first 25 percent of release dates are located, and the range
between the lower quartile and median show the next 25 percent. The same goes for the
range between the median and upper quartile, and the upper whisker and upper quartile.
In the visualization, we sorted the genre tags by the earliest release date of a song. We
used colors to better differentiate between the genres, but they do not convey a similarity
between genres.

Use Case For example, we can see in Figure 9 that, for the genre Dipset, the lower
whisker and the lower quartile and the upper whisker and the upper quartile are the
same. Even more, the distance between the lower quartile and the median (2004–2006) is
smaller than the distance between the median and the third upper quartile (2006–2016),
which shows that 50 percent of the songs were released in a short time period between
2004 and 2006. The Dipset movement goes back to The Diplomates, a hip-hop crew that
released their first studio album in 2003, which influenced a lot of international artists in
the following years. Furthermore, for many genres, the distance between the lower whisker
and the lower quartile is significantly larger than the distance between the upper quartile
and the upper whisker. This shows that there are more songs in the dataset that are newer
than there are older songs, which can hint that either there are more missing older songs
than newer songs and/or that more rap songs are published over the last years.

Figure 9. A timeline visualizing all rap genres associated in the Genius Expertise dataset. Each genre
is shown as a boxplot.

4.8. Compare Vocabulary

In order to compare the vocabulary of the artists, we allow a user to select multiple
artists to visualize the vocabulary in a TagPie [57] before the visualization stopwords are
removed from the vocabulary and all words are lemmatized.

Design The word font size is mapped on a logarithmic scale so that the smallest
value is mapped to 10 and the largest value is mapped to 50. Furthermore, we allow for
multiple select options. The user can change the number of tags that are shown, the applied
TagPie style, and the measurement that is used for the font size in the visualization. The
measurement for a word w and an artist a can be either fw(a), yw(a) or the z-score, i.e.,
zw(a)

yw(a) = fw(a)− ∑
ai∈A

fw(ai)
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zw(a) =
fw(a)− µw

σw

fw(a) is the number of times that a word w is used by an artist a. yw(a) is defined by
subtracting the number of occurrences over all artists ai ∈ A from fw(a), and the z-score
denotes that the number of standard deviations fw(a) is below or above the mean value for
the word w in the whole corpus. While fw(a) only shows the number of occurrences, yw(a)
can be used to highlight words that are unique to an artist in the corpus or rarely used by
other artists. Similarly, the z-score allows for detecting words that are common for a group
of artists but more rarely used by others. An example for fw(a) and the z-score can be seen
in Figure 10.

Use Case Taking only high-frequency words without normalization as in Figure 10a,
we see that we obtain a lot of generic words that are often used in old-school hip-hop tracks.
These do not show the wordiness of the individual artists of the Wu-Tang Clan, using
the z-score results to not obtain the generic words and instead more specific frequently
used words. For example cream (C.R.E.A.M.-Cash Rules Everything Around Me) is the
most streamed and best-recognized song of the group. Starks stands for Tony Stark, which
describes Ghostface Killah’s alter ego and not Ironman. The words sword, flaming, and
style are all connected to their debut album “Enter the Wu-Tang (36-Chamber)”, which has
a Shaolin theme.

(a) (b)

Figure 10. TagPie showing the most frequent used words by the Wu Tang Clan and various mem-
bers (a). TagPie (b) shows words by z-score, e.g., words that are more frequent than the rest of
the corpus.

4.9. Sentiment Analysis

Another facet of textual data is the sentiment it conveys. In order to communicate this
facet, we computed a sentiment score for each line in the corpus between 1 (negative) and 5
(positive) For this, we used Huggingface [58] and the Multilingual Sentiment Analysis Bert
Model by NLPTown [59]. With the sentiment score for each line, we computed an average
sentiment score for each song and each artist in the corpus.

Design In the visualization system, a user can see a list of the German or English artists
ordered by sentiment score either in ascending or descending order. Next to each artist,
a colored rectangle based on the average score is displayed. When clicking on an artist
of interest, an ordered list of the songs of the artist is displayed. For each song, a colored
rectangle shows the average value for the song and a colored barcode shows the sentiment
over the whole song for each line. The sentiment scores are mapped on a diverging color
scale between red (negative) and blue (positive) with white for the neutral value.

Use Case On the left side in Figure 11 are the songs by American rapper 6ix9ine, in the
middle are the songs by Macklemore and Ryan Lewis, and on the right side are the songs
by the German rapper MCFitti ordered by average sentiment. The songs by MCFitti have a
high sentiment on average, which reflects his more cheerful music, most of the songs of
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6ix9ine have a low sentiment on average reflecting his aggressive music style, while the
songs by Macklemore and Ryan Lewis range from positive to negative sentiment, showing
a diversity from party songs such as “Can’t Hold Us” and “And We Danced” and more
serious themes such as drug addiction in ”Otherside“ and black lives matters and white
privilege in “White Privilege II”.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11. Sentiment Barcodes for the songs of 6ix9ine (a), Macklemore and Ryan Lewis (b), and
MCFitti (c). A red bar indicates a negative sentiment, and a blue indicates a positive sentiment for
a line.

5. User Feedback

We carried out an informal evaluation with six fans of rap music that have general and
scene-specific knowledge about the German and US rap scene. They used the system for
approximately half an hour up to one hour to explore the graph and the relations between
the artists and the lyrics. One user suggested adding filtering by year for the song-level
side-by-side view to focus on specific parts of the artist’s career, e.g., when two artists were
part of the same group, or if only early work or new work are similar. For example, he
noticed a higher similarity in the lyrics of Tony D and Sido when both were part of the rap
group “Die Sekte”. A user noted that the list of similar songs in the profile view is helpful
in detecting songs about the same or similar topics, e.g., love, cars, or drugs. Multiple users
noted that the TagPies created by the z-score are helpful to confirm hypotheses about the
vocabulary of two or more artists. For example, one user thought that the vocabulary of
the Flatbush Zombies and The Underachivers is similar, which he then confirmed with the
visualization. Users also noted that the relations in the graph make sense as long as the
similarity value did not decrease too much.

6. Discussion

As in other digital humanities projects [60], the visualizations do not solely serve the
purpose of delivering concrete answers to the research questions, and their purpose is more
to generate new perspectives on the dataset and to trigger new hypotheses by allowing for
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an exploratory analysis. In the following, we discuss inconsistencies in the data and the
applied methods and potential directions for future work.

6.1. Imprecision and Incompleteness

A limitation of our approach is the data itself, and the data from Genius.com comprise
different facets of inconsistencies [12], i.e., imprecision and incompleteness.

Although Genius.com always had a strong focus on rap music, there are probably
always songs or artists that are not included and resulting therefore in an incomplete
dataset. Furthermore, missing metadata information about artists or songs also leads
to incompleteness. To increase the knowledge base, other information sources could be
crawled and linked to the data from Genius.com. The data are also imprecise for multiple
reasons. One reason is that the data are crowdsourced by users that use the website, thus
resulting in typing errors in the lyrics or wrong artist information. Another inconsistency
is given by the music genres, which are ambiguous terms without a clear starting point.
Genre definitions or the association of a song or artists with a genre can change over time
as new genres emerge. The visualization of temporal information about the genre tags can
give an overview about the different types of rap genre and about new emerging genres
but is not precise.

Imprecision is also given by applied machine learning methods such as sentiment
analysis and word and sentence embedding. These methods are biased based on the data
they were trained on. Another imprecision is given by the artist’s similarity. Using the
cosine similarity and including the ten nearest neighbors of each line influences the text
alignments. Currently, alignments often occur because of the use of the same proper names
such as the artist’s names or cities, and the usage of the same adlibs. Therefore, including
a threshold and other metrics could be helpful. Unfortunately, the Genius.com dataset
has no ground truth so it is not possible to evaluate the quality of the alignments and the
similarity metric. Nevertheless, the exploratory analysis with the visualizations allows for
an informal evaluation through domain knowledge about artists relations. Additionally,
alignments often occur between the hook or the refrain of two songs, so for future work, it
would be better to treat them differently to focus more on less clear similarities. Another
problem of the approach is that, frequently, a reference is created through metaphors, rhyme
structures, or rearrangements of lines, which are hard to detect for automatic methods.
Even including word vectors trained on Urban Dictionary does not tackle this issue.

6.2. Future Work

It is possible to extend this approach from monolingual lyrics to multilingual lyrics
to detect cases where, for example, German artists reused passages from American artists.
For this, as a proof of concept, we used the lyrics of around 20 international artists to
find multilingual alignments between their lyrics and the lyrics of the German artists. We
applied the pre-trained LASER [61] model for 93 different languages to create multilingual
sentence embedding. The LASER encoder maps similar sentences of different languages
to similar vectors and can be used without any additional fine-tuning. An alignment, in
this case, can be seen as a translation. We found some initial results where the German
artists communicated that they reused parts of English songs. Furthermore, the approach
is expandable to all music genres and the whole Genius.com database with over 12 million
lyrics. A possible future work would be therefore to use all of the data from Genius.com
to detect multilingual references and to compare the similarity between songs based on
their lyrics on a large scale through new Distant Reading methods. For example, with the
visualization of alignments beyond the line level to inspect multiple texts at the same time
or cross-line connections.

To extend the similarity analysis, the combination of lyrics and sound features is
of interest. Similar to Yu et al. [34], sound features can be included next to the lyrics to
create a multi-modal approach that includes similarities for example in mood, melody,
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tempo, or rhythm. For this, the sampling information from crowdsourced websites such as
WhoSampled.com [62] can be used to show more relations between songs and artists.

Another interesting approach would be to include other parts of cultural heritage
such as literature to display the development of famous quotes such as ”Each one teach
one“ over time, across music genres, and beyond music lyrics. Even more, a temporal
visualization including historical events could give insights into how these events impacted
the music.

The application of stylometry methods could be of interest to use frequencies of
uncommon words such as the Burrows Delta [63] to find lyrics that are unusual for a given
artist and that are more similar to the lyrics of another artist and thus can serve as an
indicator for ghostwriting. Such ghostwriters are often not communicated to the audience:
“the silent pens might sign confidentiality clauses, appear obliquely in the liner notes, or
discuss their participation freely” [64].

7. Conclusions

We propose a prototype to compute the similarities of rap artists and to find inter-
textuality between monolingual song lyrics based on word embedding. The analysis is
supported by visualizations to explore similarities between the lyrics of rap artists. The
investigation of the lyrics is further supported by different views showing the metadata
from Genius.com and visualizing similar songs or lyrics through stream graphs to find
similar songs and to investigate monolingual alignments in their lyrics. Furthermore, we
allow a multi-faceted exploratory analysis of the lyrics focusing on the sentiment of the
songs, the vocabulary of the artists, and the development of rap genres, thus supporting
multiple visual text analysis tasks on the Genius data. We explained the current limitations
of the system, which we noticed through user studies. Furthermore, we laid out the possible
directions to focus upon, such as finding multilingual alignments on a large corpus of song
lyrics and cross-modality.
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